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Constitutionalism and the New Forms of Power
Comparative Institutional Analysis as a Constitutional Theory of Power for Global Governance
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(Very rough draft, written as work in process; most citations and footnotes omitted at this point)

Processes of global governance, I will argue, change the forms and locus of power. They also challenge the conditions of national constitutionalism and with it they require a rethinking of constitutionalism itself. Such rethinking must depart from two practical questions: what are the consequences of global governance for national constitutionalism? can global governance be moulded by a form of global constitutionalism? These two questions embody tremendous normative challenges, requiring us to revisit the basic ideals of constitutionalism and to discuss its different possible forms: what are the normative ideals of constitutionalism? Can they be pursued outside the conditions secured by national constitutionalism? If they can, what are the requirements to be secured by global constitutionalism? And what ought to regulate the relationship between such form of constitutionalism and national constitutionalism?
In this context, comparative institutional analysis is essential to understand and address the variety of institutional forums involved on the debate on global governance.  Comparative institutional analysis is the inherent methodology of constitutionalism as the form of power. Constitutionalism is about controlling and allocating power among a variety of institutional alternatives in the pursuit of the ideals of freedom and full participation and representation. As I will argue below, those institutional alternatives and the constant balances between them are a consequence of the paradoxical nature of constitutionalism which only a comparative institutional analysis can fully embrace.  At the same time, the challenges of global governance are also particularly useful for developing comparative institutional analysis. First, they require us to address the relationship between institutional and jurisdictional choice (should comparative institutional analysis also include polity choice?). Second, they require us to have a deeper analysis of the normative content of comparative institutional analysis (do, for example, the ideals of participation and representation stop at national borders?)
In this paper I will argue that constitutionalism is required as the form of power in global governance. But I will also recognise that national political communities still provide the best proxy for constitutionalism.  This apparent conundrum is solved by distinguishing constitutions (constitutionalism in the context of political communities) from constitutionalism (as a theory of power or social decision making). How such constitutionalism can have a global form and how is it to be related to constitutions will be linked to a constitutional approach based on comparative institutional analysis and a vision of constitutionalism as a set of paradoxes involving two balances: a procedural balance between inclusion and intensity of participation and a substantive balance between individual autonomy and civic solidarity. These balances are, in turn, instrumental to the constitutional ideals of freedom and full participation and representation. The character of the constitutionalism argued for in here has, as a consequence, that no single constitutional model Which is in reality a broader expression of the idea of single institutionalism coined by Neil Komesar to also embrace different forms of institutional malfunction within the same institution. is adopted and no across the board solution is put forward. Instead, this paper argues, what we can identify is a series of constitutional choices and what we can provide is a set of constitutional criteria. But even the latter, it is argued, do not provide us with undisputable or easy answers. That is so because the ideals of constitutionalism embody, in themselves, permanent paradoxes and tensions that never provide a final answer but simply a context for legitimating that answer. What we can try is to place global governance at the core of such paradoxes and tensions. It is in that way that we can transform it into a tool, and not an obstacle, of constitutionalism.
I start by reviewing the impact of global governance on the form and locus of power. This will allow me to highlight the dissemination of power through a variety of institutional alternatives. In section 2, I explain how such processes challenge national constitutionalism. I then discuss the relation between constitutionalism and national constitutionalism: in section 3, I argue that national constitutionalism is simply a contextual representation of constitutionalism; in section 4, I argue that national constitutionalism is however the best proxy for constitutionalism we have so in the light of a particular long term institutional analysis. Section 5 is devoted to an analysis of different current constitutional perspectives on global governance (pro and against global constitutionalism). I will point to the limits of these approaches by referring to their single institutional character. The final section discusses what an alternative approach may look like.
Global Governance and the Form and Locus of Power
In 1993 the Spanish constitutional scholar Francisco Rubio Llorente published a remarkable book called La Forma del Poder Rubio Llorente, Francisco, La Forma del Poder, Centro de Estudios Constitucionales, Madrid, 1993. (The Form of Power). For Rubio Llorente, the Constitution is the form of power. In here, I will depart from a similar perception of constitutionalism as a set of processes and rules that allocate, discipline and govern power in such a way as to maximise the constitutional ideals of freedom and full participation and representation. I explain in more detail somewhere else this point of departure and its underlying assumptions. See mine … cite As Good As It Gets…  These ideals underlie my approach to comparative institutional analysis. It does not follow from this perspective that wherever there is power there must be a Constitution. It does however require any exercise of power to be traced back and ultimately legitimised by reference to some constitutional authority. Moreover, this entails that any independent power must be the subject of constitutionalism. It further requires that any conflict between different constitutional authorities must itself be regulated by constitutionalism. 
Traditionally, the form of power has been the Constitution of the Nation State. The States were the holders of the ultimate authority and of a monopoly over power (encapsulated in the traditional conception of sovereignty); others could exercise such power but either in the form of a delegation or authorisation from the State (regulated, in turn, by its Constitution). Constitution and power coincided in the same locus: the State. The idea of global governance reflects a perception of change in the locus and form of power. There is a transfer of power to global sites of varying degrees of institutionalisation. And there is also a substantial change in the mechanisms that determine the exercise of such power. Both the allocation of authority and the forms of participation and representation are impacted by those changes. In some instances such power can no longer be traced back and legitimated through the State Constitution, in other instances such power alters the national constitutional form of power.
In this way, the idea of global governance can be seen as including a variety of different phenomena that have, as their common element, a change in the locus and form of power. We can easily identify some of these phenomena in various current international trends of which one can give some examples: Judicialisation refering to the growth in third party dispute resolution in international law (of which the WTO is the strongest example), the international courts of humanitarian law, and the role of courts in regional integration regimes; The supra-nationalisation of policy-making that takes place, in various degrees, mainly in the context of regional regimes of integration (such as the EU, NAFTA, MERCOSUL etc.); Standardisation and its associated technocratic international bodies and agencies; Transnational political action, expressed in the increased networks that cut across national States and create political and power links between both private actors (with increased transnational coalitions promoted, in a more or less institutionalised form, by such things as the internet or ONGs forums) and public actors (such as is the case with networks of  members of the national administrations or judges); cite Slaughter “Privatisation” of international law through the increased role of private actors both on its litigation (either directly, by being given a right of access to international courts, or indirectly, by influencing the judicial actions brought by States) and its law-making activities; Economic liberalisation and the increased role it allocates to the global market in shaping the regulation of economic activity.
As it may already have become clear, global governance will not be taken to include, in here, only centralised forms of decision making but, instead, any form of social decision making that takes place at the transnational level expressing a use of power that can no longer be legitimised by reference to the Constitutions of the States. Rules, dispute resolution and political deliberation may be the “stars” of global governance but the processes of power transfer are broader. There are less formalised and even atomistic forms of decision making at the global level that have, in effect, taken over some of State’s governmental functions. These processes (such as the market) have embedded certain mechanisms of representation and participation that produce social decisions, requiring them to be subject to constitutional analysis. In reality, much of the economic analysis of the market is, effect, constitutional analysis: issues such as externalities or information and transaction costs are simply economic jargon for problems of participation in the market and, as I will discuss below, this is both the core of constitutionalism and the currency for the transdisciplinary discourse that is required by the current global processes. In other words, these processes embody different institutional alternatives to address the growing problems which have extra-territorial effects and escape the control of the States or their regulatory competence and legitimacy.
 In the following examples I will highlight these changes in the locus and form of power raised by the processes of global governance. In the process, some of the emerging institutional alternatives and their constitutional consequences will be highlighted.
International Organisations and Power Changes 
Traditionally, international organizations were not conceived as affecting the conditions for the domestic political definition of policy-making. International organizations were mainly set up to reduce information and transaction costs and to provide the necessary framework for viable cooperation among States since this would be difficult to achieve without the institutionalised processes provided for by those international organizations. The application of this classical conception of international organizations has, however, become increasingly highly problematic. Regional integration systems such as the European Union are the most obvious example. But that is also the case with international organisations such as the WTO or the ILO for example. In the case of the WTO, its legal norms and judicial power end up attributing to it independent normative authority. That is the case even at the political level. Once international organizations are perceived by the different social actors as emerging forms of independent power, they will attempt to profit from these organizations to pursue their different agendas. As a result, international organizations will tend to develop political and social goals that may diverge from those of its initial masters (the States). There is a circular dynamic between the spill-over of the power initially attributed to the WTO, which raises the interest of social actors for political action in this institution, and the reinforcement of the institution’s power precisely by virtue of the political dynamic promoted by the action of those social actors. This cycling dynamic promotes the overall power of the WTO and its role as a global political arena. In the process, the control of social decision-making by traditional national political processes decreases. 
The WTO and the ILO are good best examples of international institutions that, more than simply coordinating the policies of different States, promote independent political and social goals which are determined by a constituency of social actors which goes beyond the States and participates in manners different from those occurring in domestic political processes. The consequence, of constitutional and social relevance is that the actors that participate and dominate in these emerging political arenas are not necessarily the same that have participated in the drafting of public policies at the national level. Some actors are disempowered while others are empowered and it is this that explains the scepticism with which some social groups see international trade and globalization: the constitutional balances of representation and participation established by national constitutions are altered. At the same time, these new centres of decision-making assume certain functions of governance that have traditionally been subject to the democratic standards of the State. This raises claims of a democratic deficit. Weiler?  
The Transfer of Power to the Market
One of the consequences of the legal and economic processes of regulatory competition arising from international trade is a reduction in the political control over the economic sphere. Liberalisation of trade generates competition among the products and services of different polities which, in turns, leads to a competition between the different regulatory frameworks to which those products and services are subject therein. Political communities have to determine their policies not only on the basis of their internal preferences but also taking into account the need for their products and services to be competitive in the global market. That is so even if the degree of such economic global competition is exaggerated. Introduce Krugman and discuss The consequence is a transfer of power from political processes to the global market. It is the “market” This is a broader market than the simple market of business transactions: it includes, for example, the mobility of market participants (companies, consumers, workers) as a form of influencing decisions. that will choose between competing regulatory policies. Again, it becomes crucial to assess the “constitutional quality” of representation and participation in such a market and to assess the consequences of such changes.
Technocratic Forms of Global Regulation
A similar change in power occurs when, instead of trusting the regulation of international trade to the market, we decide to subject it to international standards set by international technocratic bodies. Both markets and these technocratic bodies have an inherent rationality and a set of normative values which is not subject to a traditional form of political discourse and its patterns of participation and representation. To put it differently, these institutions decide on the basis of a community of participation and representation that is different from that of political processes. Once again, the democratic and constitutional question arises.
Changing the Domestic Patterns of Representation and Participation in Public Policies
There are many instances where we can continue to link the determination of specific policies at the global level to an agreement among the more traditional participants in the international community (States). However, the simple fact that the State’s decisions will be decided in the framework of a different State policy sphere means that representation and participation in the drafting of those policies will change. As a consequence, the domestic institutional framework changes. The coordination of domestic policies at the international level means that many of the State determinations of those policies are, at least in part, brought into the realm of foreign or commercial policy. Once we accept that States do not have an homogeneous national interest and that there are different mechanisms and forms of participation involved in different areas of domestic policy-making, one of the consequences of the increased number of policies that are “appropriated” by foreign and commercial policies is that the relevant participants in the framing of those policies change. The most obvious example of this is the empowerment of executives at the expense of parliaments that occurs as a consequence of these processes.  
In addition, the international and regional arenas have increasingly become an instrument for certain domestic actors to challenge the deliberations of national political processes in the definition of the social good. The emerging global decision-making processes can be used by different social actors to challenge a particular domestic political outcome that they did not favour. In some cases, this promotes the re-deliberation of democratically agreed national policies. In other cases, it may even be said to offer to some citizens the option of exit with regard to the decisions of their political community. That challenges that political community balance of representation and participation.
All these changes, allocate the exercise of power to different institutional alternatives from those that are traditionally entrusted with such power by national constitutionalism. With it, they change the patterns of representation and participation defined by national constitutionalism and it is this that explains the tremendous suspicion with which such processes are seen by some social groups (particularly, those that see themselves disempowered by such processes). The question that arises, therefore, is whether demands for constitutional legitimacy should only follow institutionalised political arrangements that coincide with the States or if they should follow power in general. When States cannot constitutionally control global governance what ought to?
The Challenge to National Constitutionalism
From what has been said so far, it has already become clear that the constitutional claim over global governance arises from two sources: first, there is an increased number of global “sites” of independent power that require a form of constitutional governance; second, there is a challenge to national constitutionalism that, itself, requires constitutional analysis. National constitutions as the form of power guaranteed the constitutional self-determination of their respective political communities. That was grounded in three pillars: the definition of the ultimate authority; self-government; and democratic autonomy. All these pillars are affected by the processes of global governance. 
The first pillar is that of the Constitution as the ultimate criteria o validity of a legal system and, therefore, as the criterion of ultimate authority. The Constitution was the utmost expression of sovereignty as the ultimate source of power in the political and legal organisation of society. Even the claim of authority that has always been made by international rules under international monist theories of international law supremacy was not conceived as challenging the fundamentals of national constitutional sovereignty since that supremacy was traditionally legitimised through reference to a previous self-binding commitment of the States supported by pacta sunt servanda. It can be said that such principle even if creating an higher norm than national constitutional norms was mainly an operative principle that safeguarded in all other respects the notion of national constitutional sovereignty. Moreover, such conception, itself, reflected the same idea of sovereignty as definition of an ultimate authority.  In this case, international instances of shared, pooled or even limited State sovereignty do not really challenged State sovereignty since those exercises of international sovereignty are delegated from the States and limited by the strict mandates of that delegation. However it has increasingly become the case that the new forms of regional and global governance claim normative authority independent from the States. In some cases, the extent of this claim is such that the supranational power is, in effect, backed up by a claim of constitutional supremacy. Reference to EU literature This challenges the traditional conception of sovereignty and requires us to embrace a notion of competing sovereignties. Ref to article Neil’s book Whatever the different degrees of challenge, what is clear is that the role of National Constitutions as the determinants of an ultimate authority is under challenge. The trend towards a framework of constitutional pluralism is an answer to that challenge. cite Neil Walker, MacCormick, Mattias Kumm etc.
The second affected pillar of national constitutional self-determination is embodied by the idea of self-government. The narrative of this challenge is well known: States are increasingly affected in their capacity to autonomous determine their domestic policies due to external constraints derived from both international organisations, competition with other States, and the extra-territorial effects of other State’s policies. cite literature… Held etc. The question of policy autonomy is also a question of participation. This is so for two reasons: first, national political communities perceive an “intrusion” (or inclusion…) of “outsiders” in what they have decided; second, less policy autonomy entails a reduction in the relative power of the voice of each citizen of that polity. Their relative power in participation decreases as the scope of the participants is increased by the participation of others.
The third pillar is also linked to participation but in a different manner. When I refer to the democratic autonomy of national political communities protected by national constitutions I am thinking, in this case, of the autonomy of the members of such political communities to define the balances of participation and representation in those political communities. In other words, their power to structure the mechanisms of representation and participation of different members of the political community in different institutions and their policies. As already mentioned, global governance changes such domestic patterns of representation and participation in public policies.
The challenge brought by global governance to these three pillars of national constitutions can however become a broader challenge to national constitutionalism. In this case, national constitutionalism is not simply a national expression of constitutionalism but embodies a certain dominant conception of constitutionalism. It identifies constitutionalism with the borders and conditions offered by national political communities. By challenging the symmetry between power and national polities and their constitutions, global governance requires constitutionalism to develop a new framework of analysis capable of addressing the news forms of power and their institutional forums. Such challenge is evident when we confront the foundations of national constitutionalism with the ideals of constitutionalism. Can such challenge have any normative foundation? In other words, how can such challenge not be seen simply as an erosion of constitutionalism? That is what I discussed somewhere else Cite and summarise in the next section.
National Constitutionalism as a Contextual Representation of Constitutionalism
In a previous work I have argued that constitutionalism is related to three paradoxes: the paradox of the polity; the fear of the few and the fear of the many; An expression originally crafted by Neil Komesar...cite and the question of who decides who decides. They are paradoxical because they simultaneously embrace conflicting values in an attempt to reconcile them that is at the core of constitutionalism. With respect to all of them, national constitutionalism can be seen as both a promoter of and a limit to constitutionalism. 
The polity is the basic assumption of a Constitution. Constitutional questions have always been addressed within a pre-existing polity (normally the Nation State). It is that polity that has served as the yardstick of constitutionalism. Relations within the polity are regulated by constitutional law. Relations among polities, instead, have been dominated by a different set of actors (the States) and a different set of rules (international law). The Constitution both defines and presupposes a polity or political community whose members are bound by such constitution. It is from this political community and its people that the democratic process draws its legitimacy and that of the majority decisions reached in the democratic representative process. The basis of the polity is normally referred to as “the people”. Constitutional and democratic theory scholars normally presuppose that “a people” already exists. Dahl, Democracy and Its Critics, n…, at 3. But what makes a people? And who has the right to be considered as part of the people? And why should participation and representation be limited by the requirement of belongingness to such a polity? It is the paradox of the concept of polity in its relation with constitutionalism and democracy. Isn’t a national demos a limit to democracy and constitutionalism? In fact, participation in national democracies is not granted to all those affected by the decisions of the national political process but only to those affected which are considered as citizens of the national polity. It is not the existence of democracy at national level that is contested but the extent of that democracy. The different between the existence of democracy and the extent of democracy is highlighted by Jon Elster, Deliberation and Constitution Making, n…, at 99. There is problem of inclusion faced by national polities. Dahl points out that polities have a twofold problem: ‘1 - The problem of inclusion: What persons have a rightful claim to be included in the demos; 2 - The scope of its authority: What rightful limits are there on the control of a demos’, n…, at 119. See also David Held, Democracy and the Global Order, Cambridge and Oxford: Polity Press, 1995, mainly chapters 1 and 10. Such problem of inclusion does not exist simply by not taking the others into account in decisions that affect them. National polities are also not open to all those which would accept their political contract. National polities tend to exclude many which would accept their political contract and are affected by their policies simply because they are not part of the demos as understood in a certain ethno, cultural or historical sense. In this way, if national polities can be seen as an instrument of constitutionalism, they also limit its ambitions of full representation and participation. This is a particularly interesting problem for comparative institutional analysis as such jurisdictional choice puts forward the question of how far comparative institutional analysis should go in the search for the best institutional alternative in light, for example, of a participation centred approach.  In other words, what justifies, in light of the normative ideals of comparative institutional analysis, excluding foreign interests from the framework of analysis?
Another paradox of constitutionalism is embodied in what Neil Komesar described as the fear of the few and the fear of the many. All major constitutional arguments and doctrines gravitate around a complex system of countervailing forces set up by constitutional law to promote the democratic exercise of power (assure that the few do not rule over the many) but, at the same time, to limit that power (assuring that the many will not abuse of their power over the few). There are two basic fears underlying constitutional discourse and organisation:  the fear of the many and fear of the few. Such fears translate into two biases in decision-making: majoritarian and minoritarian biases. The core of constitutional law is the balance between the fear of the many and the fear of the few. Constitutional law sets up the mechanisms through which the many can rule but, at the same time, creates rights and processes to the protection of the few. Separation of powers, fundamental rights, parliamentary representation are all expressions of these fears. Bellamy (The Political Form of the Constitution: the Separation of Powers, Rights and Representative Democracy, in Bellamy and Castiglione (Eds.) Constitutionalism in Transformation: European and Theoretical Perespectives, Oxford, Blackwell Publishers, 1996, 24) highlights three principles who have defined constitutionalism: rights, separation of powers and representative government. However, in his view, the first has come to predominate in recent years: ‘Rights, upheld by judicial review, are said to comprise the prime component of constitutionalism, providing a normative legal framework within which politics operate’, at 24. Traditionally, the many have been associated with the decisions taken by the majority through the political process while the protection of the few is associated with individual rights. The function of judicial review of legislation has frequently been argued on substantive or procedural conceptions of minority protection. For the first see Ronald Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977. For second see John Ely, Democracy and Distrust: A Theory of Judicial Review, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1980. This classical picture of constitutional law has been challenged by the multiplication of social decision-making forums and the insights brought by new institutional analyses. Interest group theories of the political process have demonstrated, for example, how democratic decision-making may, in effect, be controlled by a few against the interests of the many. Other theories have contributed in same sense. Ackerman’s “dualist democracy”, for example, equates both the political process and the courts with the promotion and/or protection of democratic decisions. See, We The People, n… This has helped to challenge idealised visions of the workings of national democratic institutions. In this light, and as I have tried to demonstrate in detail somewhere else and will also address below, there is no reason why instances of supra-national and global governance cannot be seen as correcting instances of majoritarian or minoritarian biases in national institutions that national constitutionalism has not adequately addressed.
The final paradox is that of who decides who decides? National constitutions have always been conceived has holding the answer to that question. In its relationship with the notion of State sovereignty highlighted above, national constitutions have usually been considered as the higher degree and ultimate source of legitimacy of the legal system and its rules. Independently of one’s conception of constitutional law as a "grundnorm", a set of rules of recognition, positivized natural law, an higher command of a sovereign supported by an habit of obedience, or other, constitutional law has always been conceived as the higher law of the legal system, criterion of legitimacy and validity of other sources of the law. The new sites of power of global governance challenge that authority of national constitutions and require a pluralist conception of power that is in contradiction with proving the question of who decides who decides with a single answer. This may appear to challenge national constitutions but it does not challenge constitutionalism. In reality, the question of “who decides who decides” has long been around in constitutionalism. It is a normal consequence of the divided powers system inherent in constitutionalism. In fact, it can be considered as an expected result of the Madisonian view of separation of powers as creating a mechanism of checks and balances. Though national constitutions may have developed historical answers to that question they are a contextual product of certain constitutional regimes and not a systemic feature of constitutionalism. On the contrary, the nature of the organisation of power inherent in constitutionalism requires the question to be permanently open and frequently reassessed. In this way, the pluralist relations of power brought forward by global governance may challenge national constitutions but may also serve to promote the ideals of constitutionalism.
Once we understand the paradoxical character of constitutionalism we can free ourselves from the boundaries of national constitutionalism. There is nothing in constitutionalism that makes of national polities the natural jurisdiction for full representation and participation. There is nothing that imposes that the fear of the few and the fear of the many must be addressed within a national polity and, in fact, the control of such fears may require us to move beyond national jurisdictions. Finally, it is artificial to think that national constitutionalism can allocate a final authority on who decides who decides when constitutionalism is precisely about dividing (and, in this way, limiting) authority. Seen in this light, national constitutions become a simple contextual expression of constitutionalism. 
Constitutionalism is therefore both possible and necessary outside the State. But what does this mean for national constitutionalism and comparative institutional analysis? Can global constitutionalism simply overcome national constitutionalism by either assuming or rising above the characteristics of national constitutionalism? And does this mean that comparative institutional analysis should ignore the borders of national political communities when assessing institutional alternatives in  light of the impacted interests? Or is there an institutional justification for the usual correspondence between constitutionalism and the national polities? The fact that national constitutionalism is simply a contextual representation of constitutionalism does not mean that it is no longer the best representation of constitutionalism. National political communities may still provide the best context on which constitutional ideals can be promoted. If that is the case, national constitutionalism should still be considered as the preferred form of constitutionalism and this would impact on the way we can currently constitutionalise global governance.  
National Constitutions as a Proxy for Constitutionalism
As we have seen constitutionalism is all about establishing difficult balances between values or institutions that it, simultaneously, advances and fears: the balance between the common values of the polity and the individual preferences of its members; the balance between the democratic will of the majority and the rights of the minority; the balance between the intensity and the scope of participation. These balances and the inherent paradoxes in which they are reflected are aimed at promoting the ideals of freedom and full participation and representation that dominate constitutionalism and, in my view, also form the normative core of comparative institutional analysis. At the same time, national constitutionalism has developed a series of instruments to promote such balances, in the form of the doctrines of fundamental rights, separation of powers, democratic decision making through representation etc. The political contracts of national constitutionalism are composed as a set of inter-dependent doctrines and institutional frameworks that aim at preserving the tensions of constitutionalism without letting the balance tilt to either side. May be we can talk in this respect about a procedural and a substantive balance in constitutionalism. 
The procedural balance of constitutionalism regards the balance between intensity and inclusion in promoting participation in the deliberative process. This has a two-fold dimension: in the first place, deliberative processes should not only promote equal participation but ought also to reflect the intensity of the impacts in the different affected interests; in the second place, deliberative processes are faced with the dilemma arising from the fact that the relative participation and representation of each individual decreases the higher the scope of the participants included in deliberation.
The substantive balance of constitutionalism regards the balance between individual autonomy and civic solidarity. Constitutionalism is about safeguarding a society of equal and free individuals. But it has also become clearer that such a society requires both mechanisms to manage the conflicts of interests between those individuals and the provision to all members of that society of equal instruments to pursue happiness in the exercise of their freedom. Needless to say how contested are some of the underlying assumptions or even the way to achieve these goals. But it is true that in all modern societies it is generally recognised that constitutionalism must also embrace a principle of distributive justice in the pursuit of its ideals. The commitment towards both the common resolution of societal disputes and a principle of distributive justice is what composes the idea of civic solidarity. This tension between individual autonomy and civic solidarity also underlies much of constitutionalism.
National constitutions, with national political communities and their artificial borders, offer a particularly favourable framework to manage such tensions and implement those two balances of constitutionalism. They are, in this sense, a good proxy for constitutionalism. This is so because of the conditions provided for by the existence of a political community and its underlying long-term political contract. What allows for the trade-offs necessary to such constitutional balances to operate is the long term perspective introduced by the political contracts underlying national political communities. Majoritarian democracy, for example, is necessary in the context of massive and complex societies both to make deliberation possible and, in some cases, to promote redistributive policies. Whether or not majoritarian democracy is the natural form of democracy is more debatable (cite Buchanan and Trullock). The same on whether majoritarian democracies provide more efficient decisions. It depends on the concept of efficiency and on the measurement of impacts. But such majoritarian democracy means that some will loose in certain circumstances and others will not even see the intensity of their interests really taken into account. In this respect, a political community brings back the balances between the scope and intensity of participation and individual autonomy and civic solidarity. First, it assures the loosing side that their loss in one instance can become a victory in another (there are no absolute looser and winners). There can be risks of more insulated groups being subject to majoritarian bias and that is why national constitutionalism provides for other protecting mechanisms.  Second, it avoids zero-sum decisions: those winning, knowing they may loose in the future, have an interest in taking all interests into account in all decisions and in trading-off participation for intensity of impacts. Third, it authorises for other long-term agreements to derogate from democratic decisions in order to safeguard values such as individual autonomy or distributive justice (this is the role of fundamental rights).  The full development of constitutional ideals and their trade-offs require a context of application that is not dominated by one-shot decisions but is, instead, grounded on the stable framework provided by a political community. Communities are not, in this sense, contrary to a liberal perspective. In many respect, an appropriate theory of liberalism must make room for communities in the pursuit of individual autonomy. This is so for three sets of reasons: first, communities provide the deliberative space and institutions necessary for the pursuit of individual autonomy (without participation in deliberative processes there is not true individual autonomy and without the democratically organised institutions of political communities there is no form of expressing one’s individual autonomy in deliberative processes); Kant and Habermas second, communities promote the civic dynamics necessary to the effective individual participation in those common deliberative processes and public spaces; Something that was highlighted by the Republican tradition. third, communities enhance individual autonomy in that they constitute joint spaces of differentiation; in other words, the existence of different communities promotes a higher possible realm of individual choices even in contexts where collective action is necessary. National political communities provide therefore a framework to reconcile liberal and communitarian ideals (perhaps not, with regard to the latter, in a thick sense but in the republican sense of a community that promotes civic virtues). 
Those ideals are themselves reflected in the tensions of constitutionalism to which national political communities provide a commonly agreed resolution. The political contract underlying national political communities guarantees, in this way, both the political and social viability of the normative project of constitutionalism. Refer and discuss difference with Habermas in Towards… Constitutionalism in this form requires loyalty and the latter requires some form of identity and long term commitment. The most benign form of providing such identity has been the political contract of the Constitutional Nation State. 
This can be reconstructed as a form of long term institutional choice regarding the ideal polity for constitutionalism.  Comparative institutional analysis allow us to represent the preference for national polities not like an arbitrary or historically contextual choice, in light of the normative constitutional ideals of freedom and full representation and participation, but as a choice founded in a long term institutional analysis linked to the necessary requirements to the pursuit of those constitutional ideals. 
The question now becomes whether such project can currently be transposed to the global level? If it is not, does that mean the end of any claim for constitutionalising global governance? And if such claim can survive in the absence of a political community a second question arises: how to relate this new form of global constitutionalism with the claims of national constitutionalism? In this sense to move constitutionalism to the arena of global governance is to move it beyond a normative theory of political communities to a normative theory of social decision-making. This can only be done through comparative institutional analysis as it allow us to integrated in a single framework the choices between polities with the choices between institutions within those polities.  It is to have constitutionalism without a constitution. Even if such move is necessary (as argued before) and possible (as will be argued below) it does not mean that such form of constitutionalism can and ought to overcome the form of constitutionalism linked to national political communities, particularly absent a global political community.  
Constitutionalism at the Global Level
How should the challenge to constitutionalism brought by global governance be addressed? Should such challenge be opposed or accepted in normative terms? And if can be legitimated in normative terms, when and how should that be the case? Normative conceptions of global governance tend to reflect a myriad of philosophical perspectives. There are many theories and in the opposing extremes one can find either nationalist theories supported by communitarian ideals or cosmopolitan proposals supported by liberal ideals. The perspectives on global governance tend therefore to intersect with general philosophical perspectives regarding individual autonomy and communities or with institutional perspectives and assumptions on political process versus the market for example. Constitutionalism is not absent from these discussions but is more frequently assumed than exposed. Constitutionalism appears in the context of global governance in two opposing senses: on the one hand, there are those that use it to legitimise the process of global governance; on the other hand, there are those that use it precisely to oppose the same process. Within each of these sides there are different versions of constitutionalism and its relation with global governance that I will briefly review next. In the process, the institutional character of these different visions will become clearer.
The Alternative Programmes of Global Constitutionalism: 
Rights Constitutionalism
Petersmann speaks of a developing international constitutionalism the contours of which are still unclear. E.U. Petersmann, ‘How to Reform the UN System? Constitutionalism, International Law and International Organizations’, 10 LJIL (1997) 421, at 463 As in regional forms of integration, trade law is conceived as the engine of global integration and its emerging constitutionalism. Ibidem at 445. The World Trade Organization and the agreements derived from the Uruguay Round are conceived as the primary tool for such global constitutionalism. To these he has further added the other international human rights documents. CITE EJIL He argues for a “rights-based” constitutional development from the ground up, through individual litigants and courts (such as happen in the European Union). Op. cit., at 423. Petersmann establishes a direct legitimating link between individuals and the new forms of global governance, mainly those based on human rights and international trade. The role of international trade law is that of guaranteeing the freedom of individuals in the international arena so that they can fully enjoy their personal autonomy. The way to promote global constitutionalism is by extending the scope and application of international trade law, human rights documents and dispute-settlement mechanisms. For Petersman there is an emerging process of global constitutionalism where democracies will operate “in a constitutional framework of national and international guarantees of freedom, non-discrimination, rule of law and institutional «checks and balances»”. Op. cit., at 447 and 448..
This vision of Petersmann, shared by others, transfers to the global arena Hayek’s cite and the ordo-liberals Insert references conception of constitutionalism as a constraint on public power. A conception that has also influenced the discourse of European constitutionalism. We The Court… Under this view, international human rights and international trade law are not in opposition but, on the contrary, in the words of another author ‘they are topologically similar: (b)oth international trade law and international human rights are largely deregulatory – they declare what the State should not do. In each regime, the problem to be solved is the overbearing State which wants to control voluntary activity.’ Steve Charnovitz, ‘The Globalization of Economic Human Rights’, 25 Brooklyn Journal of International Law 1999, 113, at But, of course, this entails a particular notion of both human rights and international trade law which is not consensual. cite debate with Alston The content of human rights is not undisputed and they may also require strong government intervention. In the same way, international trade law may be developed my enacting international regulatory standards to which all economic operators would have to conform instead of focusing on the liberalisation of trade through the elimination of the different regulatory standards to which economic operators have to comply with. As a consequence, the relevant question becomes whether the current processes of global governance hold the necessary legitimacy to enforce a particular conception of human rights or international trade. Pettersman has argued that his vision includes the protection of social and other human rights but this is contested. Cite debate…
The focus of such form of global constitutionalism is on a notion of constitutionalism based non-discrimination, individual rights (mainly economic rights) and dispute-settlement mechanisms. The expectation is that these instances will develop into a set of individual constitutional rights protected at the global level from any form of power. The dynamics of international trade will fuel the development of an international  rule of law through these economic rights and dispute-settlement mechanisms. Such dynamics will result however in a limited conception of the ideals of constitutionalism. The fundamental idea is that of constitutionalism as limited government. The fundamental fear is that of the many. The fundamental suspicion lies over the political process. In reality, behind such conception lies a deep distrust over the political process and the way it organises and exercises power. However, the alternative institutions to which power is transferred through general rules of a higher legal rank, embodied in such a particular set of human rights, are generally assumed in a an idealised form. Those institutions tend to be either the courts or the market. But, as the analysis of the paradoxes and tensions of constitutionalism has hopefully highlighted, such institutions are themselves subject to other forms of constitutional suspicion and potential malfunctions.
Political Constitutionalism: The Cosmopolitan View
The other Kantian and liberal trend is that which focus on the ideal of a cosmopolis. see the different variants in Zolo Here the ambition is greater than in the previous case. The ambition is that of creating a global civil society that can reconstitute at that global level the political contract of the States (and not between the States). The existence of a global political community would make it possible to have democracy at that level. Such an ambition is supported on a liberal normative claim to higher inclusion and to bring down the national borders that restrict a full expression of the ideal of a society of free and equal individuals. In this light, the processes of global governance become a welcome scenario from which to build this global democracy. The proposals on how to do it vary Refer and discuss both David Held and Richard Falk but they have both bottom-up elements (for example, promoting the creation of transnational political action) and top-down elements (promoting the democratic reform of international organizations such as the UN). 
The first problem with such vision is how difficult it is to transform it into a viable programme for action. This result’s not only in a pragmatic critique but also in a normative one: the gap between the basis for the legitimacy claim (the ideal of higher inclusion) and its expression on global governance is such that the theory may serve to legitimate non-democratic processes. But there is a broader problem with this theory that transcends its viability problem. It is a theory that, again, focuses on a limited perspective of constitutionalism. It ignores that the problem with larger political communities and constitutionalism is not simply a problem of how difficult it is to achieve them. It is also a problem that regards the balance between scope and intensity of participation that I have mentioned above. The larger the political community the more inclusive it will be. But the more inclusive it is the lower the importance and relative weight of each individual participant and, with it, the higher it is also the risk of less individual autonomy. Smaller jurisdictions exist not only because large ones are not possible. They exist because, in some instances, they provide for better participation and allow for greater differentiation and individual autonomy. They may also, give raise to opposite fears but that is something I will discuss below. 
Procedural Constitutionalism: Alternative Deliberative Processes
Here the focus is on overcoming the challenge to the legitimacy of global governance by focusing on the quality of the deliberative processes adopted at the global level: they should be more inclusive of civil society (ONGs participation etc.); they should promote access to the deliberative process; they should adopt higher standards than the State regarding transparency and access to information. The legitimacy generated by these alternative forms of participation from those of the classic representative model of the State would provide global governance with its value added vis a vis States and their forms of constitutionalism. 
The basic shortcoming pointed to such visions is that the legitimacy that they promote does not appear to be sufficient to overcome the more traditional democratic legitimacy of the State. It may be true that they furnish global governance with some democratic insights but what happens when, as increasingly is the case, the exercises of power by the processes of global governance conflict with those democratically determined by a State? But there are also problems regarding the idealised assumptions of deliberative processes made by such theories. In some cases, more access to the decision-making processes and higher transparency may not solve but aggravate problems of participation. Such deliberative views tend to overlook the simple fact that participation is dependent on both the costs of participation and its benefits. If the individual benefits are low because quite disseminated (as it is often the case with dispersed groups and disseminated interests) then easier access and higher transparency may simple make the decision making processes even more susceptible to capture by concentrated interests. It will be the latter (due to their much higher stakes) to make predominant use of that easier access and higher transparency. In reality, in some cases, the move to a higher jurisdiction, such as some process of global governance, may improve constitutional ideals precisely because such process is less accessible and therefore it insulates the political process from the influence of concentrated interests. Again, no limited conception of constitutionalism will serve us. 
The Rejection of Global Constitutionalism
The State View 
A first argument against global constitutionalism can be encapsulated in a slogan: “small is better”. The presumption is that small communities work better in processing the different affected interests. Transaction and information costs are lower, participation viable, more intense and more effective and with that also cooperation is easier. There is even, in some, a certain ideal view of small communities of deliberation where rational discourse is fully possible, the different perspectives are taken into account, and the decisions are often achieved through consensus. Cite literature... Rose...Sabel?etc In some cases, the imaginary is not based on the State but on smaller communities but it, naturally, servers to criticise even larger jurisdictions. Of course, the dangers of exclusion and tyranny involved in small communities are also often acknowledge but States are assumed has having dominated those risks and, as a consequence, global governance is a step too far from the original ideal of small communities. There is also another common perception of democracy linked to this: that power should be as close as possible to the people. By moving power to a larger jurisdiction we are moving it further away from them with all its perceived negative consequences. As it moves from the city to the world, democracy appears to loose its quality and, in some sense, it is almost as if its great ambition (to include all) also becomes its greatest handicap. 
Again we have a limited view of constitutionalism: small is not always better. And that is the case because of the exclusionary features of small jurisdictions and the frequent externalities of their decisions (lower inclusion) but also because, in other instances, they may be particularly prone to majoritarian bias (a minority may be easy to identify and insulate from the rest of the community). 
Another aspect that can be found, in a more or less clear fashion, underlying some views opposing global constitutionalism to is the normative assumption that it cannot (and not simply that it currently does not) secure the necessary conditions of political loyalty. The latter would require some form of ethno, cultural or historical identity and not simply civic commitment. In this light, constitutionalism is not a producer of values but instead produced by them. It does not form a community of discourse for values deliberation but it embodies, instead, the values of a pre-existent community. This is a thicker communitarian view. This view is different from the above in that the latter does not require such pre-existent community of values. It simply argues that democracy works better in smaller jurisdictions. This is a view of constitutionalism that is also in opposition with the view of constitutionalism argued above that I dispense myself from repeating.
There is, however, a stronger argument in favour of the State as the single form of constitutionalism and, therefore, as constituting both the limit and the single form of legitimacy for global governance. It departs from the absence in the global society of some of the characteristics of national constitutions (such as the lack of an underlying political community that I have noted above). Koskenniemi has argued that, in spite of the generalised international agreement on a human rights discourse, the lack of a true international consensus on the number and content of human rights entails that these cannot form the basis for an alternative source of legitimacy of a new international social order. Martti Koskenniemi, ‘The Future of Statehood’, 32 Harvard International Law Journal 1991, 397. For example, at 399: ‘The protection of human rights, however, cannot form a meaningful basis for social order. If we are to define our polity in terms of human rights, we must ascertain the number and content of such rights’. For this author, the best form to prevent an authoritarian definition of what those rights and other principles of international law are is the intermediation of the State ‘because its formal-bureaucratic rationality provides a safeguard against the totalitarianism inherent in a commitment to substantive values, which forces those values on people not sharing them’. Ibidem, at 407. Following this view, the only legitimate form of global governance would be that limited to cooperation and institutionalised debate among States. They would remain the single source of the international society. People still disagree about the political good. In normal circumstances, states still provide the means to direct substantive disagreement into institutionalised debate. Ibidem, at 410. There are two problems in this: first, it ignores the reality that, as the same author recognises, international organisations more than simply enforcing pre-existing agreements, establish and define priorities and policies. Ibidem, at 403. Even if we could still say that many of such priorities and policies are defined by deliberation where States representatives participate the question still arise on what kind of regime should govern those deliberations once they become an independent form of power (constitutionalism or traditional international law?); second, it makes a too broader claim of constitutional legitimacy for the State. As I will argue in more detail below Koskenniemi may be right if he is simply noting a presumption in favour of national constitutional processes but that presumption does not have to be absolute and there are even instances where a form of global constitutionalism can be legitimate precisely because of the role it plays in improving national constitutional processes.
The Structural Bias View 
A final perspective over global governance notes its dangers not by opposing it to the State but because of the particular character of the constitutionalism that global governance is seen as embodying. Global governance is conceived, for example, as determining not only a loss of State control but of political control in general. In this perspective, globalisation is presented as a more or less atomised form of power at the global level whose processes reflect a particular set of interests. It is not globalisation or global constitutionalism that is at stake but the particular set of values that it currently embodies. Global governance is illegitimate not because of its global character but because of its structural bias. Its processes are seen, at best, as empowering the market at the expense of the political processes, at worst, as empowering particular economic interests at the expense of the general community. In some cases, this is conceived as the product of a decentralised form of power. Empire... In others, it is even traced back to a centralised authoritarian imposition of one power over all the others. refs
Concepts of international trade, for example, are seen as embedding particular moral and societal visions. This is criticised not only because it promotes what is seen as an illegitimate imposition of particular contestable notions of societal values on all political communities but also because that application often entail the transposition of those values to totally different contexts without taking into account the particularities of those contexts. Boaventura... Moreover, it is also the case that those values are often exported in an ideal form that does not even correspond to the reality of their application in their home systems. David Kennedy...
This visions are more difficult to criticise, in the context of this paper, because they tend to be self-referential and to challenge many of the assumptions of constitutionalism with which I have worked. In some cases they deny the legitimacy of the outcomes of democratic deliberation because they deny that the conditions for such democratic deliberation can be fulfilled by current societies.  In some other cases they deny broadly the potential for rational deliberation. Let me therefore be simple: if they are simply noting that current constitutional forms do not provide a full realisation of constitutional ideals they are right. As I have stated, the nature of constitutionalism is such that it never provides a perfect reflection of all the involved interests and their intensity. It can only provide for approximations. Theories of structural bias can be useful in pointing to some constitutional malfunctions in the current institutions but that tell us nothing in terms of a normative program for the pursuit of constitutionalism and democracy. First, these theories are often short in terms of putting forward institutional alternatives. Second, even if those institutional alternatives where advanced we would still have to review whether they would not suffer from even more serious constitutional malfunctions.
The problem with all these different theories is that they adopt a single institutional perspective Refer to CIA and Komesar or, perhaps better in the present context, a single constitutional viewpoint. Those that argue for a rights constitutionalism are, in effect, trusting the definition of those rights to either the market (economic competition under free trade and non-discrimination) or international courts). They distrust national States and highlight the potential malfunctions in their political and judicial processes. But they forget the potential malfunctions in the transnational institutions which they empower. Their analysis of the latter normally takes place in a costless transaction world, contrary to their view of the former, normally assessed in real world contexts. Those that argue for cosmopolitan perspectives suffer from a similar shortcoming.  They stress the gains in inclusion generated by democratic global institutions. But ignore the many democratic malfunctions that arise in the context of larger jurisdictions of participation. Champions of the State and its sovereign powers also adopt a single institutional perspective. They highlight the democratic deficiencies of global processes but ignore many of the current constitutional malfunctions of the State both in terms of inclusion of outside interests and participation of certain domestic interests. The same could be said of the sophisticated deliberative theories. They assume that those perfect deliberative conditions are easy to establish through the right procedures but ignore that in massive and complex societies of high transaction and information costs those procedures may actually increase some of the traditional political malfunctions. As discussed above, it is not even true that we can establish higher transparency and access to the political process and information as generalised principles of constitutional law to be applicable in all cases. So much for civil society as a solution for our problems. The higher participation of the so called actors of the civil society may, in some instances, be part of the solution but it may also be part of the problem. That depends on the specific context and the available institutional alternatives.
This is not to say that these theories have no normative value. On the contrary, they highlight the potential democratic and constitutional value of the different institutional alternatives. But, in doing so, they in effect prove that, as Neil Komesar as recently pointed out, in a costless transaction world, all these institutions would provide perfect participation. In the market, people would freely express their preferences through what they buy or in what jurisdiction they can decide to live. The aggregation of all the voluntary market transactions would bring about the most democratic decision (that most preferred by either the higher number of people or by the higher intensity of their different preferences). In States, national political processes would have no problem in collecting the necessary information to aggregate collective preferences, expressed according to the intensity of the stakes of the different affected interests (whose full participation was assured by the absence of information and transaction costs). Those States could latter fully coordinate their preferences with those of all other States in a costless transaction world of international relations. But in such a world, the same could be done by international organisations, capable of collecting all the necessary information and reflect the interests of all participating States. In such costless transaction world, international organisations could even take localised decisions because they would have no problem in measuring the intensity of the different interests to design the appropriate localised decisions and then balance them with the benefits of possible harmonisation. Of course, such localised decisions could also be left to localised deliberative processes since, in such a costless transaction world, they could perfectly reflect all the local interests and internalise outside costs. Refer to Regan To sum up: in a world without transaction and information costs it would not matter what institutional choice one would make in the international order (absent redistributive goals). Of course, as Neil Komesar as constantly called our attention to, we do not live in such a world and therefore any constitutional proposal that assumes, on the one hand, a certain constitutional malfunction, detected in “real-life” circumstances, and, on the other hand, a certain constitutional ideal model, conceived in a world without transaction and information costs, may be insightful but not suitable.   
In Search of a Constitutional Framework for Comparative Institutional Analysis to Global Governance (to be developed)
I can now to move into briefly presenting a different approach for a normative project of constitutionalism in global governance. But do not expect a new constitutional model with a complete architecture of principles and institutions. My argument has been precisely that no such model can be found. Instead, what I try to put forward is much more modest: it is a methodology for constitutional choices in global governance that can make use of all the theories mentioned and, in doing so, reflects the paradoxes and tensions upon which constitutionalism is founded. This same genetic imprint of constitutionalism coupled with the high transaction and information costs of our world means that no choices are easy and that they can often be wrong. But it is by truly looking at them that we may get closer to being right.
A first conclusion from the previous analysis is that the usual approaches to global governance suffer from single institutionalism or, in a broader sense, single constitutionalism: they focus on a particular set of constitutional malfunctions and propose a constitutional alternative without taking into account the paradoxes and balances of constitutionalism and the potential constitutional malfunctions of the alternatives proposed in a world of high transaction and information costs. The normative project of constitutionalism cannot be pursued by the setting up of idealised institutions or processes. No single constitutional model is adequate. First, the transaction and information costs which mediate between constitutional rules and institutions and individuals make so that such institutions frequently fail in mirroring their constitutional ideal. The existence of different constitutional institutions is a reflection of such reality and of the need to make institutional choices between increasingly imperfect institutional alternatives. Cite Komesar... Any model which argues on the basis of an institutional ideal in comparison with an institution operating in a world of transaction and information costs is doomed from the start. Second, constitutionalism is inherently paradoxical and grounded on a permanent balance between opposing values. Any form of single constitutionalism, which advocates for a particular institutional model of constitutionalism, ignores those paradoxes of constitutionalism and how they require different institutional alternatives.
A second conclusion which I have taken is that this same nature of constitutionalism allows us to see national constitutionalism as simply a contextual representation of constitutionalism and not as its single expression. There is nothing in constitutionalism that requires its limitation to the borders of the States. This does not mean, however, that national constitutionalism is both unnecessary and without normative authority. A third conclusion was precisely that national constitutionalism is still, nevertheless, the closer approximation we have to constitutional ideals. This is so because of the conditions created by the national political communities. They provide conditions of political and social loyalty (linked to a long-term political contract) that allow for the best contextual resolution of the tensions of constitutionalism. This recognition of the particular legitimate authority hold by national constitutionalism cannot, however, ignore that there is a claim for constitutionalism at the global level. This claim, as I argued before, derives from the character of power that the processes of global governance already entail. These phenomena requires more than a simple reference to the international commitment of the State; they require a constitutional form of controlling the extent of autonomous normative decisions that are left for global and regional institutions and of reviewing their impact on national constitutionalism; they also require a constitutional form of balancing the competing national constitutional claims that come into conflict through the mechanisms of inter-dependence (such as those of free trade). Cite mine Are there such things as free or fair trade....
But what can be the character of global constitutionalism and how is it to be related to national constitutionalism? In other words, how can I reconcile the claim for a global constitutionalism with the recognition of the higher normative authority claimed by national constitutionalism? To solve this conundrum I first propose a distinction between constitutions and constitutionalism. Constitutions refer to constitutionalism linked to a long term political contract supported by or with a political community. Constitutionalism, itself, is broader: it is a normative theory to allocate, discipline and govern power in such a way as to maximise the ideals of freedom and full participation and representation. Such a theory is applicable to larger and smaller jurisdictions of social decision-making, to political processes and to courts or markets. Give the examples of market failures as problems of participation. It is and ought to be applicable to any institution that exercises power. Its expression does not have to be the same of national constitutionalism. What it does require is the same burden of choices between institutional alternatives. Choices to be made in light of the substantive and procedural processes I have identified and the dynamics of participation linked to those institutional contexts. We cannot require global governance to be legitimated under the same conditions as those of national constitutional law. But we must require it to be legitimised in constitutional terms. Constitutionalism without a political community must focus on exit and voice without expecting loyalty. It cannot therefore be based in the traditional democratic model of the State. But it must proceed to similar constitutional choices taking into the constant trade-offs between the constitutional values of inclusion and intensity of participation, the different stakes of potentially affected interests and the way the different global institutional alternatives interact with transaction and information costs.. The fact is that global governance cannot aspire to reflect the democratic and constitutional model of the States but, instead, its normative value can be found in providing new institutional alternatives to correct some of the malfunctions of national political communities.
The conundrum I have presented is not however totally solved by recognising the existence of constitutionalism beyond the State. What happens when global constitutionalism collides with national constitutionalism? The conditions fulfilled by national constitutionalism as a proxy for constitutionalism do establish an institutional presumption in its favour. It must be global governance to hold the burden of demonstrating its added constitutional value in certain settings to overcome that preference. Where (independent) power has been transferred towards the global level we must find a constitutional added value to legitimise the exercise of such power. The tendency here would be to say that when global constitutionalism provides for the inclusion of out-of-state interests it would overcome that burden. But that is not so: again, we would be forgetting that the paradoxes and balances of constitutionalism may require us to favour intensity or civic solidarity instead of inclusion and that could tilt the balance in favour of national constitutionalism (that’s why we continue to often accept instances of national preference towards our own citizens). Moreover, the lack of long-term political contract makes it difficult, as we said, for global constitutionalism to realise some of the trade-offs that are related to less consensual modes of constitutional decision-making. The long term perspective inherent in the institutional choice among polities has to be taken into account. This further reinforces the presumption in favour of national constitutionalism but does not make it insuperable. There are instances where global governance and constitutionalism can prevail over national claims of constitutional self-determination even when it involves an exercise of power that cannot be traced back to an explicit State commitment. We can present some proxies that may help us in identify when we can apply the normative claims derived from global constitutionalism in its relation with the States:
	When States can be said to have made a broader commitment to a partial global constitutionalisation of certain areas or forms of action. In other words, where they have committed themselves to include out-of-state interests.
	  When the international commitments of States bring their respective constitutional orders into collision. There is an inherent tension between the emergence of international inter-dependence (which presupposes impacting on the polities of the others) and the respect for the independent decisions of different polities (which can be argued both in terms of sovereignty and in terms of higher democratic claims). This must also be regulated by global constitutionalism.
	Where forms of global governance alter the constitutional balance of the States although the State may continue to have the dominant voice in the supra-national decision (in this case, the role of global constitutionalism will predominantly be that of re-installing the national constitutional balance at the global level).
	When global constitutionalism simply serves to reform national democracies from their own internal perspective. In other words, it does not replace the decision of the national political community but helps to correct domestic constitutional malfunctions in the way such decision is being taken.

This does not mean that the processes of global governance should prevail in all these circumstances but simply that it is more likely that the presumption in favour of national constitutionalism will be overcome. Whether or not that will be the case depends on the constitutional and comparative institutional analysis to be made in the specific cases. I cannot provide abstract constitutional choices but simply constitutional criteria on how concrete constitutional choices ought to be made. 
There is a further aspect I would like to address and that helps identifying the viability of global constitutionalism even in the context of national constitutionalism. I would call it the dynamic of mirroring interests. It refers to the fact that in many instances the inclusion of out-of-state interests also promotes a better representation of domestic interests. For example, in international trade the costs imposed on outside producers correspond to costs imposed on domestic consumers. Through the lower costs and higher quality that they loose. But those preferences of consumers tend not be reflected in national political choices because consumers often do not even realise them, and, when they do, the incentives for action are too low when compared with the concentrated interests of domestic producers. This means that, in many instances the inclusion of out-of-State interests will also correspond to a closer approximation to the ideal of domestic constitutionalism. Therefore, in many cases, the application of global constitutionalism is easier to legitimise that one might originally expect. 
Thus global constitutionalism helps to democratically reform the State from both an external and domestic perspective. It promotes a control over forms of power at the global level and it regulates constitutional collisions between States. See the second paper I send as an example of this use of global constitutionalism. This promotes a context of constitutional pluralism that might extend and not challenge constitutional ideals. In this light we clarify the normative project that global constitutionalism and global governance may pursue. It is not simply about cooperation among States to solve collective problems but it also does not aim at achieving the independent political and social goals of an emerging international political community. It is about an external constitutional self-discipline for the States and a about a constitutional regulation of their constitutional collisions. For this we need to understand constitutionalism not simply as the form of power of national political communities but has a general normative theory of power in which comparative institutional analysis is the core of a viable constitutional methodology.


